AGENDA ITEM I-3

Community Development
STAFF REPORT
City Council
Meeting Date:
Staff Report Number:
Regular Business:

7/19/2016
16-129-CC
Appoint a City Council Subcommittee to assist with
negotiation of a development agreement for the
Station 1300 Project, and provide direction for the
consideration of the subcommittee

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the City Council take the following actions for the Station 1300 project (also known
as the 1300 El Camino Real proposal):
• Appoint two of its members to a City Council Subcommittee to assist the City negotiating team with and
provide feedback on a Development Agreement; and
• Provide direction, if any, on the proposed Public Benefit, for the consideration of the Subcommittee.
Policy Issues
The creation of a Council Subcommittee and any direction on the proposed Public Benefit would be used to
refine the project, which would be presented for future Council consideration.

Background
Project description
Greenheart Land Company (“Greenheart”) is proposing to redevelop a multi-acre site on El Camino Real
and Oak Grove Avenue with up to 217,000 square feet of non-residential uses and approximately 182
dwelling units. A location map is included as Attachment A. The project would demolish the existing
structures in the southern portion of the site and construct approximately 420,000 square feet of mixed uses.
In total, the project would include three mixed-use buildings, a surface parking lot, an underground parking
garage, onsite linkages, and landscaping. The uses at the project site would include approximately 188,900
to 199,300 square feet of non-medical office space in two buildings, approximately 202,100 square feet of
residential space in one building, and up to 29,000 square feet of community-serving space throughout the
proposed office and residential buildings. The project would provide approximately 1,000 parking spaces
within an underground parking garage and a small surface parking lot. Excerpts of the project plans are
included for reference as Attachment B. The project plans are still undergoing refinement, and will change
somewhat prior to final review.
Analysis
Public Benefit Bonus
The primary focus of the July 19 meeting is the designation of two Council Members to a Subcommittee,
which would assist staff in negotiating the Public Benefit associated with the project.
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The project would be consistent with the allowed development in the ECR NE-R District with a Public
Benefit Bonus. The permitted Floor Area Ratio (FAR) is 1.10, but with a Public Benefit Bonus the FAR can
increase to 1.50. In either scenario, non-medical office is limited to no more than one-half the maximum
FAR. The maximum height in the ECR NE-R district is 38 feet, although 48 feet is permitted with a Public
Benefit Bonus. In either scenario, building facades cannot exceed a height of 38 feet. The project would be
constructed at the maximum FAR and height as permitted with a Public Benefit Bonus.
The Public Benefit Bonus process allows additional development beyond the base intensity and height in
exchange for providing additional benefits to the public. Potential examples of public benefits listed in the
Specific Plan include publicly accessible open space, senior housing, additional affordable residential units,
hotel facilities, preservation/reuse of historic resources, public parks/plazas, shuttle services, or a public
amenity fund contribution.
Applicant proposal
The project has submitted a Public Benefit proposal, which is included as Attachment C. The proposal
discusses a number of inherent project benefits, although the Public Benefit itself would take the form of a
cash contribution to the pending El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan Public Amenity Fund, in the
amount of $2,100,000. The applicant has requested that this be memorialized through a Development
Agreement, in order to document the project’s contribution and vest any project entitlements ultimately
approved by the City.
Fiscal/economic analysis
As required by the Specific Plan, staff has coordinated the preparation of an independent fiscal/economic
analysis of both the project and its Public Benefit proposal, which is included respectively as two memos
(Attachments D and E) by the City’s consultant BAE. BAE has prepared detailed ‘pro formas,’ which
examine typical revenues and costs for both the Public Benefit Bonus proposal (Bonus Project), as well as a
similar proposal at the Base-level development standards (Base Project). The Base Project has not been
fully designed, but the applicant has described it in sufficient detail for BAE to analyze its relative value.
Both pro formas take into account factors such as current construction costs, City fees, capitalization rates,
and typical market rents. However, as noted in the document, such factors can change, which may
substantively affect the conclusions of the analysis. For this case, BAE has determined that development of
the proposed Bonus Project would create approximately $6,300,000 in additional project value compared to
the Base Project.
For the value of the proposed Public Benefit, the cash nature of the applicant’s proposal means that BAE
does not need to provide possible estimates of its equivalent monetary value (as was done for other
projects that proposed on-site benefits such as a community garden). However, BAE has provided analyses
of the proposed $2.1 million payment’s relationship to other considerations. For example, at its most basic,
the proposed payment would represent one-third of the estimated value increase for the proposed project
($2.1 million / $6.3 million = 0.333). BAE has also included comparisons with how other jurisdictions are
considering this topic, as well as a draft analysis of a “FAR-foot value” calculation method discussed by the
Planning Commission during a previous discussion of the public benefit topic.
The memo does not recommend acceptance or rejection of the applicant’s Public Benefit proposal, but
provides context for consideration. The Public Benefit Bonus process allows for a wide range of
discussion/direction on the topic, although the core question is whether the public benefits and the
developer benefits are roughly aligned, or whether the public benefit proposal needs to be augmented or
otherwise revised. The Specific Plan does not establish an explicit ratio for the value of the public benefit in
relation to the developer benefit. However, it is implied that these values should not be orders of magnitude
apart. For reference, the in-progress General Plan Update includes draft Zoning Ordinance updates that
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would establish a “floor area-foot” value calculation for Bonus level projects, with a requirement that
community amenities be valued at 50 percent of the increased project.
Planning Commission review
On March 21, 2016, the Planning Commission considered this topic in a study session. The Commission did
not take any action, but provided individual comments for the consideration of the applicant and staff. The
approved excerpt minutes are included as Attachment E.
From staff’s perspective, the Commissioners generally appeared to consider the proposal favorably, with
some caveats. Such individual comments included the following:
• Additional residential units, in particular more BMR units, could be considered a public benefit (possibly
in lieu of the proposed financial contribution, or possibly in addition to it);
• The $6.3 million profit increase estimate may be conservative, in which case a higher contribution could
be appropriate;
• Public benefit could be considered more broadly, accounting for elements like the project’s on-site
plaza/park spaces;
• A contribution of one-half of the estimated profit increase may be more appropriate than the proposed
one-third; and
• Whatever the amount, a financial contribution from the applicant could be used toward a number of goals,
including transportation and housing improvements in the Specific Plan area.
City Council review and next steps
At this point, staff recommends that the City Council appoint two members to a subcommittee. Such a
subcommittee would be charged with providing input to a City negotiating team for the proposed
Development Agreement. Similar subcommittees have been a productive mechanism for other projects
(such as the various Facebook development proposals) to finalize details.
Following the designation of a subcommittee, Council Members should also provide feedback on the Public
Benefit Bonus. As part of this discussion, the Council may also note whether any additional
information/analysis is needed to complete consideration of this topic.
The intent would then be to bring a Development Agreement Term Sheet back to the Council for formal
approval. For the proposed project, if the proposed financial contribution remains the primary Public Benefit,
the Term Sheet could potentially be brought back to the Council on August 30, 2016. In the meantime, the
overall project continues to undergo review and refinement, and is expected to be presented for
Commission and Council review and action later this year.

Impact on City Resources
The project sponsor is required to pay Planning, Building and Public Works permit fees, based on the City’s
Master Fee Schedule, to fully cover the cost of staff time spent on the review of the project.

Public Notice
Public Notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
hours prior to the meeting.
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Attachments
A. Location Map
B. Project Plan Excerpts
C. Station 1300 Public Benefit Proposal
D. BAE Memorandum – Financial Modeling of Project
E. BAE Memorandum – Evaluation of Proposed Public Benefit
F. Planning Commission – March 21, 2016 Approved Excerpt Minutes

Report prepared by:
Thomas Rogers, Principal Planner
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LOCATION MAP
STATION 1300 (1300 El CAMINO REAL)
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Public Benefit Proposal
for Station 1300

Greenheart Land Co. (“GLC”) has proposed to develop a mixed-use project at Public Benefit
density at the properties located at 1258 and 1300 El Camino Real and the adjacent Derry Lane
parcels. Preliminary drawings of the proposal have been submitted to the City. The following
summarizes benefits of Station 1300 to Menlo Park.
There are two categories of benefits: (1) intrinsic community benefits, those that are integral to
the development itself, and (2) Public Benefits, those that are proposed to achieve the public
benefit density as specified in the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan (“Plan”). Station
1300 will be a dramatic improvement to a prominent and long blighted site and, by its nature,
bring extraordinary benefits that will be enjoyed by many. Station 1300 will be more than a place
to work and live; it will offer the people of Menlo Park new venues to shop, eat and gather.
Further, the intrinsic benefits to the community will include such things as new bike routes;
sorely needed rental housing; revenues for the City, schools, and other public entities; and
fulfillment of the Plan Vision.
At the public benefit density (“Public Benefit Case”), the intrinsic community benefits of Station
1300 will far exceed those of the base density (“Base Case”). For example, there will be more
and larger public spaces; more greatly needed residential units; greater stimulus to the
downtown; and more revenue to the City, schools, fire department and other governmental
entities.
In addition to these intrinsic community benefits, GLC will make a Public Benefit cash
contribution of $2,100,000 to the Downtown Amenity Fund. This is one third of the incremental
financial benefit that the City’s consultant BAE has determined will accrue to GLC from the
Public Benefit Case.
The Public Benefit Case and Base Case developments are described below in Section I. The
intrinsic community benefits are detailed in Section II, and the Public Benefit is described further
in Section III.
I. Development Description
At base density (i.e., floor area ratio – FAR – 110%), Station 1300 would consist of 310,000 sf in
the form of two 2-story office buildings totaling 155,000 sf; a 3-story rental residential structure;
10,000 sf of community serving businesses (such as restaurants and retail) spread among the
three buildings; and a 5-level above ground parking structure. The public benefit density (i.e.,
FAR 150%) development would consist of 420,000 sf, which would include about 190,000 sf of
office buildings at 3-stories; 202,000 sf of apartments at 4-stories; about 30,000 sf of space for
community serving businesses; and one and one-half floors of underground parking. The Public
Benefit Case would have more open space, more residences, and more space devoted to
community serving businesses. The two development scenarios are described further in
Exhibit A.
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II. Intrinsic Community Benefits
Station 1300 will benefit Menlo Park in numerous ways, and the Public Benefit Case
development has several advantages over the Base Case development. The benefits of the Base
and Public Benefit cases are compared in Exhibit B and described in detail below. The costs of
the community benefits for each case are summarized in Exhibit C.
Those benefits that are equally afforded by both alternatives are described below in Section IIA.
By most measures the Public Benefit Case offers substantially more intrinsic community benefits
as described in Section IIB.
A. Similar Benefits of Public Case and Base Case
Of the twelve Plan goals, Station 1300 fulfills all that are applicable. Some will be met to an
equal degree by both cases.
1. Improve circulation and streetscape conditions on El Camino Real: Greenheart will build
a new public street on its property to connect Glenwood Ave with Oak Grove Ave.
Ownership of the land and improvements will be deeded to the City. The new street will
complete the connection between Encinal Ave and Ravenswood Ave, and improve access to
the Caltrain station, and remove some cars from El Camino. With the missing link in place,
Garwood will become a safe alternative bike route to El Camino Real for travel to the
Caltrain station and Santa Cruz Ave. The cost to construct the new public street is estimated
to be $2,300,000 (excluding land and design costs) and will be borne by Greenheart.
Another important circulation program will be robust GLC Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) program which will reduce the number of vehicular trips of employees
and residents. These TDM’s include Caltrain Go-Passes (free 24/7 train use) for every
apartment and office employee, extensive bike parking, showers and changing rooms in the
office buildings, preferential car pool parking, and pay parking, an economic incentive to not
drive.
The El Camino streetscape at the site of Station 1300 has been a community embarrassment
for more than a decade. Station 1300 will fulfill the long held citywide desire for
improvement.
2. Ensure that El Camino Real development is sensitive to and compatible with adjacent
neighborhoods: The architecture of Station 1300 draws from the Spanish Eclectic that is
enjoyed at the revered Allied Arts complex and many structures throughout Menlo Park. The
apartments will face Garwood and Oak Grove and thereby provide an attractive façade to the
residential neighborhoods to the east and the 1155 Merrill condominiums. Further, the
apartments will be separated by over 100 ft. from the residential neighborhood to the east by
the intervening Garwood extension and the railroad right-of-way.
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3. Revitalize the under-utilized parcels and buildings: Station 1300 will revitalize one of the
two most significant under-utilized areas on El Camino Real in Menlo Park.
4. Provide an integrated, safe and well-designed pedestrian and bicycle network:
Currently Garwood terminates at the rear of Station 1300 at the border of the former Derry
Property. With the extension of Garwood to Oak Grove and the provision of a sidewalk and
bicycle route, the link between neighborhoods to the north, including the two new hotels, to
the Caltrain Station, downtown, and beyond, will be completed to provide a route safer and
more pleasurable than the El Camino alternative. Additionally, at GLC’s expense, Oak Grove
will be widened to accommodate a bike route, thereby improving the important connector
between West Menlo and Menlo-Atherton High School.
B. Enhanced Benefits of the PB Case
Under the Public Benefit Case, many of the Plan goals will be met to a greater degree of than
with the Base Case. In addition, the Public Benefit Case will generate more revenues for the
City, schools and other governmental entities.
1. Maintain Village Character: Station 1300 will include the elements that define Menlo
Park’s “Village” character: street level activity, scale of buildings, open space, and eclectic
and inviting architecture. The El Camino and Oak Grove frontages will have ground level
shops and restaurants consistent with the areas around it. Even at the Public Benefit height,
Station 1300 will be consistent with many of the buildings in the El Camino corridor,
including the adjacent condominiums at the corner of Oak Grove and Merrill. Further, the
buildings are highly articulated to break up the mass and to continue the varied shapes and
forms that characterize the Plan area.
One dimension of Menlo’s “Village” character is its open spaces. The Plan requires that new
development in the Plan area have 20% open space. The Base Case alternative would barely
achieve this objective because of the above ground parking structure. The Public Benefit
Case would devote over 49% of the site to at grade open space. Underground parking (Public
Benefit Case only) is a considerable benefit to the community because it eliminates the need
for an above ground parking structure (Base Case) and thereby reduces building coverage
and increases the amount of open space. Underground parking will cost GLC over
$26,000,000 more than above ground parking according to the BAE study done for the City.
In addition, village character is enhanced by the elimination of the 5-level Base Case parking
structure.
2. Improve circulation and streetscape condition on El Camino Real: In addition to the
improvements described previously (e.g., extension of Garwood), Station 1300 will
contribute nearly $1,300,000 in traffic impact fees to improve circulation. (This is $350,000
more than with the Base Case.)
3. Activate the train stations: Station 1300 is the “poster-child” for mixed-use transit oriented
development. The importance of the proximity to the Caltrain station is emphasized in the
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name of the development, Station 1300. The train station area will be activated by increasing
train ridership and creating a center of activity at the Oak Grove Plaza.
Business and residential tenants will be attracted to Station 1300 because they want to get out
of their cars and commute by train, as well as walk to downtown amenities. Further, GLC
will issue Caltrain Go-Passes to all tenants to incentivize rail use.
The main entry of the residential building and Oak Grove Plaza will be oriented toward and
have a line of sight connection with the train station. This node will be activated by the
convergence of many uses: leasing office, adjacent retail, plaza café with outdoor dining, the
grand entry to the apartments, and in the Public Benefit Case, the pedestrian entry to the
under ground parking. The Public Benefit Case will have 35% more floor area, and therefore
35% more people than the Base Case. Thus, it will bring 35% more activity to the train
station than the Base Case.
4. Expand shopping, dining and neighborhood services to ensure a vibrant downtown:
Along the El Camino Real frontage, the Public Benefit Case would offer two restaurants as
well as community serving businesses. It is contemplated that Oak Grove businesses will
include casual dining and other food related products. The Public Benefit Case will devote
18,600 sf to 29,000 sf to these uses. The Base Case will designate 10,000 sf for community
serving uses.
In addition, activity in downtown will increase when there is a greater daytime and evening
population to support existing and new businesses: restaurants, retail, and services. This in
turn will attract more Menlo Park residents to downtown. Station 1300 office workers will be
daytime patrons and new residents will enliven downtown in the evening. Like with the
increased activity in the Caltrain Station area described above, the Public Benefit Case can
reasonably be expected to bring 35% more stimulus, not counting the multiplier effect, to the
downtown than the Base Case.
5. Provide residential opportunities in the Vision Plan Area: Menlo Park homes are among
the most expensive in a region that itself is one of the most expensive in the U.S. The average
sales price for a single family home in Menlo Park in 2015 was $2,340,000. All residences at
Station 1300 will be for rent, not purchase. Even at market rate, Station 1300 will add a
significant number of relatively affordable units (when compared to purchasing a home) to
the city housing stock. These units will appeal to a younger demographic that cannot afford
to buy in Menlo Park and will, thereby, increase diversity. In addition, it is this demographic
that will be especially drawn to Station 1300 because of the proximity of downtown
resources. Under the Public Benefit Case, there will be 182 units, 10 of which will be below
market rate (BMR). The Base Case development would have a total of about 130 units, 7 of
which would be BMR. (GLC is proposing a BMR plan that could provide considerably more
BMR units within the City, but in any event the Public Benefit Case will result in
proportionally more BMRs.)
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6. Provide plaza and park space: Much of the increased open space afforded by underground
parking will be made available to the public in the form of two plazas, an amphitheater plaza,
and a park. These amenities are depicted in Exhibit D.
Unlike Alma Station, there is no plan to cordon off these spaces to prevent public access.
Indeed, it is GLC’s desire for the community to energize the spaces.
Central Plaza: Between the office buildings, there will be a large (approximately one-half
acre) plaza that will be a central feature of Station 1300. (The Base Case Central Plaza would
be considerably smaller.) This will be a multi-use gathering place for the community. The
pedestrian entry off El Camino will be through a colonnade with restaurants on each side.
The Garwood entry will take the visitor through a landscaped corridor, past Garwood Park,
and through the amphitheater. At the western end will be family restaurant dining that will
flow into the Plaza. The courtyard at the center will be bordered by landscaped islands that
are 18 inches above the plaza surface, which will serve as seating. Café tables in the treeshaded islands will be for non-restaurant dining or hanging out with friends or a laptop.
Children, in particular, will enjoy the “play art” sculptures in the islands. The central
courtyard will accommodate larger gatherings such as concerts, presentations, social
gatherings, and the like. The design of the Central Plaza is intentionally flexible to allow uses
as varied as reading in the shade to a reception for hundreds of people.
Oak Grove-Garwood Plaza: GLC will provide an approximately 3,600 sf plaza at the corner
of Oak Grove and the new Garwood extension. (The Base Case plaza would be smaller.) The
plaza will feature decorative paving, outdoor seating, and landscaping. It will be adjacent to
food and retail services. This plaza is oriented to the Caltrain station to enliven the station
area and is intended for outdoor dining in the spirit of Café Borrone’s Plaza.
Garwood Park: GLC will provide an approximately 18,000 sf park near the northeast portion
of the development along Garwood Avenue. This will be a place of recreation, both active
and passive. Proposed amenities include bocce courts, ping pong tables, BBQs, picnic tables,
and park seating. The park will be highly landscaped and have a shade trellis. (Garwood Park
is not included in the Base Case.)
Plaza Amphitheater: Between Garwood Park and the Central Plaza will be an 8,200 sf
amphitheater area for public presentations, musical or otherwise, at a scale more intimate
than the Central Plaza. (The Base Case does not include the amphitheater.)
The construction cost of the park and plazas is estimated to be $3,380,000. The plazas are
priced at $57 per square foot, which is the amount estimated for the Alma Station Public
Benefit. At $85 per square foot, Garwood Park will be somewhat more expensive because of
the higher level of improvements (e.g., trellis, BBQ facilities, permanent game tables, and
bocce courts). Refer to Exhibit C.
7. Financial Benefits: Both the Base Case and Public Benefit Case developments will generate
annual tax revenues to the City and other public entities, as well as one-time fees to the City
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and schools. Those residing and working at 1300 ECR will also spend in the Menlo Park
economy.
In summary, the Public Benefit development will provide the City and other public agencies,
with over $8,000,000 in impact fees, $1,700,000 more than the Base Case development. The
Public Benefit development will also spur over $21,000,000 in annual retail sales in Menlo
Park, which is $10,000,000 more than the Base Case development.
Further, the Public Benefit Case will increase annual revenues to the City by $550,000,
which is $170,000 more than the Base Case development. The Public Benefit development
will provide $1,700,000 per year in tax revenues to schools, which is $425,000 per year more
than the Base Case. The total annual revenues to all public agencies generated by the Public
Benefit Case will be about $5,000,000 or $1,700,000 more than the Base Case.
8. Promote Sustainability—A Downtown Plan guiding principle is to incorporate a
“comprehensive approach to sustainability and carbon emissions reduction, utilizing
standards integrated with best practices and guidelines.” Station 1300 has established the
goal of LEED Platinum certified office buildings as well as LEED Gold certification for the
residential building. In addition, the office building will attempt to be certified as a Net Zero
Energy building by employing over 3,000 solar photovoltaic panels on the roofs as well as
incorporating an Open Loop Ground Source Heat Exchange heating/cooling system that will
utilize deep groundwater to heat/cool both the office and residential buildings. Reaching
these goals will be a first by a privately funded speculative development in California.
LEED Silver is the goal for the Base Case residential and office buildings.
III. Public Benefits
A. Introduction
As described previously, the Public Benefit Case offers the community intrinsic benefits that
exceed those of the Base Case (e.g., greater revenues, more housing, more public open space). In
addition, GLC will provide a Public Benefit that recognizes the value created by the increased
floor ratio.
The Plan encourages Public Benefits that are on-site (e.g., parks, plazas, and common rooms, pg.
E17) and off-site (e.g., shuttle services, public amenity funds, pg. E17). The goal of the Plan is to
encourage project sponsors to incorporate on-site Public Benefits that improve project quality
and long-term utility to the public. GLC has sought to design Station 1300 to fulfill the vision of
the Plan in all respects and to be an enduring asset to the community. GLC believes that the
Public Benefit Case includes, as intrinsic benefits, many on-site features that address the Plan’s
goals for public amenities.
B. Proposal
GLC proposes, beyond the on-site benefits noted above, to contribute $2,100,000 to the
Downtown Amenity Fund for use in the Plan area in a manner decided by the people of Menlo
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Park. This could include anything from a downtown parking structure, to downtown
beautification, to whatever is deemed needed. The cash contribution would be one-third of the
$6,300,000 value calculated by BAE and nearly two times the 18% cash Public Benefit provided
by Alma Station. Refer to Exhibit E for further explanation.
One major difference between the Public Benefit Case and the Base Case is the underground
parking, which because of the high cost and additional time to construct increases development
risk considerably. The amount of the contribution to the Downtown Amenity Fund reflects this
added risk and the significant community benefits (e.g. open space and plazas) that are the
consequence of locating the parking underground.
IV. Summary
The GLC Public Benefit consist of a $2,100,000 contribution to the Public Amenity Fund. In
addition, Station 1300 community benefits will include a park and plazas (1.2 acres) that are
open to the public (costs $3,380,000); the extension of Garwood for vehicles, bikes, and
pedestrians (cost $2,300,000); and for the Public Benefit Case additional impact fees
($1,700,000) and additional annual revenues to the schools ($425,000 per year), as well as other
intrinsic benefits.
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Exhibit A
Development Summary: Base and Public Benefit Cases
Station 1300
Land Use/Description
Office
No. of buildings
Height
Façade height
Stories
Space (sf)
Office
Community serving (CS) (maximum)*
Total
Residential
No. of buildings
Height
Façade height
Stories
Space (sf)
Apartments
Community serving
Total
Apartments
Market rate
Below market rate
Total
Office+Residential+CS
Floor area ratio
Total area
Parking
Type
Levels
Above ground
Below ground
Total
Parking spaces
Open Space at grade (Percentage of Site area)

Base Case

Public Benefit
Case
Difference

2
38 ft
38 ft
2

2
48 ft
38 ft
3

0
10 ft
0 ft
1

155,000
5,000
160,000

188,900
21,100
210,000

33,900
16,100
50,000

1
38 ft
38 ft
3

1
48 ft
38 ft
4

0
10 ft
0 ft
1

145,000
5,000
150,000

202,100
7,900
210,000

57,100
2,900
60,000

123
7
130

172
10
182

49
3
52

1.10
310,000 sf

1.50
420,000 sf

Above grnd

Below grnd

N/A

4
1
5
813

0
2
2
980

4
1
5
167

20%

49%

29%

0.40
110,000 sf

* The minimum amount of space for community serving businesses in the office buildings would be 10,700 sf, which
would result in 199,300 sf of office space.
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Exhibit B
Intrinsic Community Benefits
Comparison of Base and Public Benefit Cases
Benefit
Downtown Specific Plan Vision
Maintain village character
Improve ECR circulation and
streetscape
ECR neighborhood compatability
Revitilize underutilized parcels
Activate train station
Expand shopping and vibrancy
Provide residential opportunities

Base Case PB Case Comments
X

XX

PB Case: 29% more of the site in open space

X

X

Extend Garwood, Cost $2,300,000

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
XX
XX
XX
XX

X
X
0
0
X

XX
XX
X
X
X

X

XX

PB Case: @1,700,000 per year more revenue

X
X

XX
XX

PB Case: $425,000 per year more revenue
PB Case: $1,700,000 more fees

Office buildings

X

XX

Residential buildings

X

XX

Provide plazas and park space
Central plaza
Oak Grove-Garwood Plaza
Garwood Park
Amphitheater Plaza
Provide pedestrian and bike network
Financial benefits
Annual tax rev. to all public agencies
including schools
Annual tax rev. to schools
Impact and connection fees
Sustainability

PB Case: more transit patrons and activity
PB Case: 35% more people and economic activity
PB Case: 52 more units (3 more BMR units)
PB Case: more plaza and park space at an
additional cost of $2,670,000
PB Case: larger plaza
PB Case: larger plaza
Base Case: no park
Base Case: no amphitheater

PB Case: seek to attain LEED Platinum and Net Zero
Energy
Base Case: LEED Silver
PB Case: LEED Gold
Base Case: LEED Silver

Legend
0 = benefit not present
X = benefit present
XX = greater or enhanced benefit
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Exhibit C
Cost of Intrinsic Community Benefits
Cost to GLC
PB Case

Community Benefit

Base Case

Garwood Extension
New Bike Routes
Open Space (additional cost for underground parking)
Park and plazas
(sf)
($/sf)
Central plaza*
20,930
$57
Oak Grove/Garwood plaza*
3,620
$57
Amphitheater plaza
8,224
$57
Garwood Park
17,850
$85
Total
50,624

$2,300,000 $2,300,000
$0
NIC
NIC
$0
$26,000,000 $26,000,000

Downtown Vibrancy
Rental Housing (more affordable than for sale housing)
Financial Benefits
Annual tax revenue to public agencies
Impact fees & Connection fees
Fulfill El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan Vision

$570,000
$142,500
$0
$0
$712,500

$1,193,010
$206,340
$468,768
$1,517,250
$3,385,368

$623,010
$63,840
$468,768
$1,517,250
$2,672,868

NIC
NIC

NIC
NIC

NIC
NIC

$3,300,000
per year

$5,000,000
per year

$1,700,000
per year

$6,500,000
NIC

$8,200,000
NIC

* Under the Base Case the Central Plaza will be about 10,000 sf and the Oak Grove Plaza 2,500 sf.
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Difference

$1,700,000
NIC

Exhibit D
Site Plan and Renderings
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Shops, restaurants, and offices on El Camino Real
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Shops on Oak Grove
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Exhibit E
Alma Station Public Benefits

Public Benefits
On-site
Plazas
Coffee Kiosk
Electric Vehicle
Charge
Total:

Off-Site
Contribution to
Amenity Fund

% of Cost of Public
Benefit Attributed
by City to Public
Value

Cost of Public
Benefit as % of
Increased Project
Profit

100%
100%

22%
19%

100%

3%
44%

100%

18%
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July 6, 2016
Alex McIntyre
City Manager
City of Menlo Park
701 Laurel Street
Menlo Park, CA 94025
RE: Station 1300
Dear Alex:
As you know, Greenheart submitted a public benefit proposal for the Station 1300 Project
to the City on January 27, 2016. The Planning Commission held a study session on that
proposal on March 21st, and we received feedback at that time. We would now like to
schedule a City Council study session about the Station 1300 public benefit proposal on
July 19th in order to obtain input on that proposal.
Subsequent to the Planning Commission study session, we have concluded that it may be
useful to enter into a development agreement with the City to document the Station 1300
Project’s public benefit contribution and vest any project entitlements ultimately
approved by the City. Therefore, in addition to the study session, we also request that the
Council on July 19 appoint a City Council subcommittee to negotiate such a development
agreement, to be brought back to the Council for discussion, presumably on August 30.
Please contact me if you have any questions about our public benefit proposal or the
potential development agreement.
Best regards,
Greenheart Land Company

Robert M. Burke
Robert Burke,
Principal
cc: Steve Pierce
Tim Tosta

621 High Street w Palo Alto, CA 94301
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ATTACHMENT D

bae urban economics
Memorandum
To:

Thomas Rogers, City of Menlo Park

From: Ron Golem, Stephanie Hagar, BAE
Date:

March 14, 2016

Re:

Financial modeling of public benefit bonus for potential 1300 El Camino Real project

Overview: Purpose of the Analysis
This memorandum presents the results of BAE’s modeling of the value of a proposed
horizontal mixed-use development project at 1300 El Camino Real in Menlo Park, which would
utilize the public benefit program outlined in the El Camino Real / Downtown Specific Plan.
This memorandum evaluates the potential developer profit from a project with the base
entitlements versus one with a public benefit bonus. Based on the findings presented in this
memorandum, BAE has prepared a separate memorandum to evaluate the developer’s
proposed public benefit contribution relative to the increase in value attributable to the public
benefit bonus.
The potential project as conceived to date by the developer (“base project”), consistent with
the base entitlements in the Specific Plan, would consist of a two-story office building of
approximately 150,000 gross square feet with a parking structure behind it; and 137 rental
residential units in a 3-story building above a podium structure that would contain parking.
Approximately 15,000 square feet of retail would be provided between both buildings. The
base project is not the developer’s preferred option, and has not been designed in detail, other
than what is needed to conduct this analysis.
The potential project with the public benefit bonus allowed by the Specific Plan (“bonus
project”) would place all parking in a two-level underground parking garage beneath the
development. The site would then accommodate two three-story office buildings with
approximately 218,000 gross square feet; and 182 rental residential units in a four-story
building. Ground floor community serving uses would comprise approximately 7,900 square
feet in the residential building and 10,700 to 21,100 square feet in the office building. The
bonus project is the developer’s preferred scenario, and has been currently the subject of
more design work.

San Francisco
1285 66th St.
Emeryville, CA 94608
510.547.9380

Sacramento
803 2nd St., Suite A
Davis, CA 95616
530.750.2195

Los Angeles
706 South Hill St., Suite 1200
Los Angeles, CA 90014
213.471.2666
www.bae1.com
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Washington DC
1400 I St. NW, Suite 350
Washington, DC 20005
202.588.8945

New York City
49 West 27th St., Suite 10W
New York, NY 10001
212.683.4486

Key Findings
Pro forma analysis was conducted to estimate the profit from the two alternative development
programs, using information provided by the developer as well as BAE’s independent research
and evaluation of development costs and market conditions (the pro formas are attached to
this memorandum). Sensitivity analysis was also conducted to test how these findings might
change based on changes in cost or market conditions. Key findings include:


The bonus project would result in approximately $78.2 million of profit to the developer
(with development cost of $275 million including land with carrying costs), compared to
approximately $71.9 million of profit for the base project (with development cost of $200
million including land with carrying costs). This means that the bonus project realizes $6.3
million in additional profits compared to the base project.



Based on the pro forma assumptions, both projects are feasible, with the base project
achieving a strong adjusted 43 percent return on total costs (a standard metric for return
used by developers), and the bonus project achieving strong adjusted 30 percent return on
costs).

Because development returns are sensitive to changes in project costs, interest rates, market
rental rates and other factors, a sensitivity analysis of selected risk factors as conducted to
identify how changes could impact the above findings. The results of this analysis are shown in
the table below:
Sensitivity Analysis for Potential 1300 El Camino Real Project Profit ($ millions)
Scenario
Base Project Profit Bonus Project Profit Profit Increase
BAE Estimate
$71.9
$78.2
+ $6.3
Underground Parking Cost Shift
10% Cost Increase
Construction Hard Cost Shift
10% Cost Increase
Change in Capitalization Rate
(Corresponds to Interest Rate
Hike, Lower Project Value)
0.25% Rise
0.50% Rise
Increase in Rental Rates
5% rent increase
Source: BAE, 2015.

$69.7

$72.6

+$2.9

$62.5

$65.2

+$2.7

$59.1
$47.5

$61.5
$46.4

+$2.4
-$1.1

$87.3

$98.3

$11.0

The sensitivity analysis shows that the estimate of $6.3 million increase in profit from the
bonus project falls within a range of potential outcomes from an increase in project profit of
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$0 million to $11.0 million. All projects remain feasible, and generate an increase in value for
the bonus project, except for a 0.5 percent increase in cap rates, which causes a decrease in
value between the base and bonus project because the increase in project value no longer
exceeds the increase in total project cost (the lower bound value for the value of the bonus is
treated as $0).
The cost of underground parking is a key factor because it is the most expensive way to
provide parking ($42,500 per space versus $21,000 for above-ground parking structures),
and it is necessary to fully take advantage of the public benefit bonus. Underground parking
costs can vary substantially based on site geotechnical conditions.
Capitalization rates are used to estimate the value of income properties and move in tandem
with changes in interest rates (capitalization rates are a measure of project net operating
income relative to project value, since income is constant a rise in rates means a property is
worth less). A significant increase in interest rates will make the finished project worth less,
and shrink the profit from the bonus project.
Finally, local residential rental rates have spiked in the current cycle, and to avoid overstating
potential rents they are based on the mid-range of rents in new local area high-end rental
residential developments. Profit will increase if rents continue to rise and/or top of market
rents can be realized.

Limiting Conditions
The above analysis is based on cost and valuation factors along with market rental rates
provided by the potential developer and identified by BAE in its independent research during
the Second Quarter of 2015. The project is in pre-development, and as design and
development work proceeds it is possible that changes in design, building code requirements,
construction costs, market conditions, interest rates, or other factors may result in significant
changes in costs and profits. Depending upon these changes, the project as built may become
more profitable, or could become less profitable or even infeasible. The figures in this analysis
should not be relied upon beyond the next three month to six month period, and may be
superseded before then.
For these initial findings, BAE used an estimate of land value based on partial property
records. This land value represents a top of market estimate for development sites in Northern
Santa Clara County, and is supported by the high office rents and residential rents that can be
realized. To the extent that the actual cost of land for the project differs, it would change the
total profit from the base or bonus project. However, because it is a fixed cost for both
projects, it would not be expected to change the difference in profit between the base and
bonus project.
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The impact fee calculation does not include sewer connection fees because these are based
on flow calculations that are not available at present. These, however, should be proportional
between the base project and bonus project, and therefore should not substantially affect the
calculation of the increase in profit for the bonus project.

Methodology
BAE met with City staff and the potential developer for 1300 El Camino Real to review the
proposed site plan and development program and review the developer’s assumptions
regarding costs, rental rates, operating costs, capitalization rates, and other factors. BAE
subsequently conducted independent research to verify these figures. This included interviews
with area developers of office space and rental residential projects to confirm construction
costs, operating costs, and capitalization rates. Confidential project cost information for other
proposed projects under consideration by the City was reviewed. A review of cost figures for
the appropriate construction types as published in the R.S. Means Company construction cost
guides was conducted. Rental rates for comparable projects were researched for two recently
built high-end rental residential projects in Mountain View (no recently built market rental
residential projects in their initial lease up period were identified in Menlo Park or Palo Alto).
Published reports on local market area capitalization rates were reviewed. Review of other
assumptions, such as acceptable developer returns, was based on BAE’s experience with
other projects in the local market area.
This information was then used to prepare a project pro forma (projection) model for the base
project and the bonus project. The pro formas consist of Excel worksheets that show
assumptions for the development program, development costs, income, operating expenses,
and financing costs. The worksheets then show the calculation of project cost by category, and
an analysis of the value of the new development by component, and profit and return. The
model is set up to calculate project profit as the residual value, by deducting total
development costs (including land) from the market value of the completed project. To confirm
feasibility, the “return on costs” was calculated (profit divided by total development costs
excluding land); the current market range is between eight and 12 percent return on cost,
depending upon the project type, local market condition, and overall project risk.
The pro forma models are attached to this memorandum, with the base project shown first,
followed by the bonus project. Each model consists of two pages: the first page is a summary
of development costs and the analysis of project value, profit and return; the second page
contains all the assumptions used to calculate cost and return.
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Key Assumptions
The pro formas set forth all assumptions used in the analysis. Following is a summary of key
assumptions that were used for both models:
 The residential units mix includes studios, junior one-bedroom units, one-bedroom units,
two-bedroom units, and a small number of three-bedroom units. Approximately two-thirds
of the units are one-bedroom or two-bedroom units, reflecting market demand.
 Unit sizes range from 535 square feet for junior one-bedroom units, to 713 square feet for
one-bedroom units, to 1,096 square feet for two-bedroom units, to 1,549 square feet for
the three-bedroom units.
 Monthly rental rates range from $3,300 for a junior one-bedroom unit, to $3,600 for a
one-bedroom unit, to $4,300 for a two-bedroom unit, to $6,200 for the three-bedroom
units.
 Below market-rate (BMR) units are included pursuant to the City’s BMR requirements for
commercial development. Rental rates for the BMR units are assumed per City policy, and
range from $1,643 for a studio or junior one-bedroom unit, to $1,878 for a one-bedroom
unit, to $2,113 for a two-bedroom unit.
 Rental rates for the office space are assumed to be $66 per square foot per year, triplenet. The rental rate for retail space is assumed to be $36 per square foot per year, triplenet, reflecting locations that are not as directly accessible to El Camino Real as other
retail.
 Hard construction costs range between $240 per square foot for commercial to $250 per
square foot for the residential. By comparison, the residential construction cost is
approximately one-third higher than a standard multifamily project, reflecting a much
higher quality of design and greater building amenities.
 Parking hard costs range, on a per space basis, from $21,000 for structured spaces and
$31,000 for podium spaces in the base project, to $42,500 per space for underground
parking in the bonus project.
 All City impact fees were calculated and included, except for the sewer connection fee (as
noted in the limiting conditions section of this memorandum).
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Pro  Forma  for  Mixed-Use  Development  with  Base  Case  per  Specific  Plan
Proposed  Project  at  1300  El  Camino  Real,  Menlo  Park  CA
Development  Program  Assumptions
Characteristics  of  Project
Site  -  gross  acres  /  square  feet  (sf)
Site  area  net  of  Garwood  Ave  -  acres  /  sf
Garwood  Way  extension,  sf
Office  rentable  area,  sf
Retail  gross  leasable  area,  sf
Dwelling  units  (du)
Jr  1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
2  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
3  Bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
BMR  Jr  1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
BMR  1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
BMR  2  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
Parking:
Surface  parking  spaces
Above-grade  garage  spaces
Podium  parking  spaces
Underground  parking  spaces
Total  parking  spaces
Common  area  sf  -  residential  /  office  /  retail  (a)
Total  sf  -  residential  /  office  /  retail
Dwelling  units/acre

ADMIN  DRAFT

Cost  and  Income  Assumptions
7.11 309,712
6.43 280,091
42,100
149,380
14,550
137
17
535
52
713
55
1,096
5
1,549
1
535
3
713
4
1,096
25
586
170
                      -
781
4,620
450
154,000 15,000
21

Development  Costs
Demolition  costs,  per  site  sf
Environmental  remediation  cost,  per  site  sf
On-site  utilities  and  landscaping,  per  site  sf
Construction  hard  costs,  per  sf  -  resid/office/retail
Road  construction  -  Garwood  Ave,  per  sf  of  road
Off  site  utility  construction  cost
Appliance  costs,  per  du
Impact  fees  (b)
Tenant  improvements,  per  sf  of  office  /  retail
Soft  costs,  %  of  hard  costs
Parking  construction  cost,  per  space:
Surface  parking  cost,  per  space
Above-grade  garage  spaces
Podium  parking  spaces
Underground  parking  spaces
Developer  fee  %  of  total  project  costs

$250

$240

$60

$2.42
$10.33
$25.18
$240
$64
$750,000
$4,000
$3,846,453
$50
20%
N/A  (c)
$21,000
$31,000
$42,500
0%

Revenues  and  Operating  Expenses
Office  rental  rate,  sf/yr,  NNN
$66.00
17,746
Retail  rental  rate,  sf/yr,  NNN
$36.00
139,000
Residential  rental  rate  per  du/mo:
Jr  1  bedroom
$3,300
1  bedroom
$3,600
Notes
2  bedroom
$4,300
(a)  Common  area  %  resid'l  /  office  /  retail:
12.8%
3%
3%
3  Bedroom
$6,200
(b)  Includes  the  following  impact  fees  City  impact  fee  schedule:  Storm
BMR  Jr  1  bedroom
$1,643
Drainage  Connection  Fee,  Building  Construction  Road  Impact  Fee,  Water
BMR  1  bedroom
$1,878
Capital  Facilities  Charge,  Traffic  Impact  Fee,  ECR/Downtown  Specific  
BMR  2  bedroom
$2,113
Plan  Preparation  Fee,  Supplemental  Transportation  Impact    Fee,    Sequoia  
Annual  op.  cost  -  per  du  /  per  office  sf  /  per  retail  sf $11,000 $1.80
$1.80
Union  High  School  District  Impact  Fees,  Menlo  Park  City  Elementary  School   Vacancy  rate  -  residential  /  office  /  retail
5%
5%
5%
District  Impact  Fee.    Fee  calculation  per  report.  Excludes  sewer  
connection  fee,  pending  flow  calculations.    Supplemental  Transportation  
Financing
Impact  Fee  estimated  pending  calculations  from  City.
Construction  loan  to  cost  ratio
70%
(c)  Cost  of  surface  parking  is  included  in  site  development  costs.
Loan  fees  (points)
2%
(d)  Estimate  by  BAE  based  on  review  of  recorded  sales  data  for  parcels
Interest  rate
5.5%
comprising  the  project  site.
Construction  period  (months)
14
(e)  Consists  of  property  tax  payments  on  half  of  the  property  between
Drawdown  factor
60%
March  2012  and  June  2015  and  property  tax  on  the  remaining  half  of  the
Total  hard  +  soft  construction  costs
$144,665,253
property  between  Dec.  2012  and  August  2015  at  $21,800  per  month.
Total  loan  amount
$101,265,677
(f)  Adjusted  to  include  5%  developer  fee  separate  from  investor  return,
Capitalization  Rate  -  Residential  /  Office  /  Retail
4.25% 5.75%
6.00%
even  though  unlike  most  developers,  applicant  does  not  collect  this.
Source:  BAE,  2015.
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Pro  Forma  for  Mixed-Use  Development  with  Base  Case  per  Specific  Plan
Proposed  Project  at  1300  El  Camino  Real,  Menlo  Park  CA
Development  Costs
Development  Costs  (Excludes  Land)
Demolition  costs
Environmental  remediation  cost
On-site  utilities  and  landscaping
Residential  construction  costs
Office  construction  costs
Retail  construction  costs
Garwood  Ave  construction  costs
Off  site  utility  construction  cost
Tenant  improvements
Parking  costs
Soft  costs
Impact  fees
Total  construction  costs
Total  cost,  per  rentable  sf
Interest  on  construction  loan
Points  on  construction  loan
Total  financing  costs
Total  development  costs

ADMIN  DRAFT

Value  Analysis
$750,000
$3,200,000
$7,800,000
$35,298,000
$36,960,000
$3,600,000
$2,685,000
$750,000
$8,730,000
$17,576,000
$23,469,800
$3,846,453
$144,665,253
$470
$3,898,729
$2,025,314
$5,924,042
$150,589,295

Projected  Income
Residential
Gross  scheduled  rents
Less  vacancy
Gross  annual  rents
Less  operating  expenses
Net  operating  income  (NOI)

$6,318,348
($315,917)
$6,002,431
($1,507,000)
$4,495,431

Office
Gross  scheduled  rents
Less  vacancy
Gross  annual  rents
Less  operating  expenses
Net  operating  income  (NOI)

$9,859,080
($492,954)
$9,366,126
($277,200)
$9,088,926

Retail
Gross  scheduled  rents
Less  vacancy
Gross  annual  rents
Less  operating  expenses
Net  operating  income  (NOI)

$523,800
($26,190)
$497,610
($27,000)
$470,610

Total  net  operating  income
Development  Feasibility
Capitalized  value
Less  development  costs
Less  land  cost  -  estimate  (d)
Less  Property  taxes  during  holding  period  (e)
Project  profit
Adjusted  return  as  %  of  hard  cost  (f)
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$14,054,967

$271,686,616
($150,589,295)
($47,637,500)
($1,591,400)
$71,868,421
43%

Pro  Forma  for  Mixed-Use  Development  with  Public  Benefit  Bonus  per  Specific  Plan
Proposed  Project  at  1300  El  Camino  Real,  Menlo  Park  CA
Development  Program  Assumptions
Characteristics  of  Project
Site  -  gross  acres  /  square  feet  (sf)
Site  area  net  of  Garwood  Ave  -  acres  /  sf
Garwood  Way  extension,  sf
Office  rentable  area,  sf
Retail  gross  leasable  area,  sf
Dwelling  units  (du)
Jr  1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
2  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
3  Bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
BMR  Jr  1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
BMR  1  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
BMR  2  bedroom  -  number  /  average  size
Parking:
Surface  parking  spaces
Above-grade  garage  spaces
Podium  parking  spaces
Underground  parking  spaces
Total  parking  spaces
Common  area  sf  -  residential  /  office  /  retail  (a)
Total  sf  -  residential  /  office  /  retail  (b)
Dwelling  units/acre
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Cost  and  Income  Assumptions
7.11 309,712
6.43 280,091
42,100
188,277
23,086
182
22
535
68
713
75
1,096
7
1,549
1
535
4
713
5
1,096
                    50
                          -
                          -
          1,036
          1,086
5,823
714
194,100
23,800
28

Development  Costs
Demolition  costs,  per  site  sf
Environmental  remediation  cost,  per  site  sf
On-site  utilities  and  landscaping,  per  site  sf
Construction  hard  costs,  per  sf  -  resid/office/retail
Road  construction  -  Garwood  Ave,  per  sf  of  road
Off  site  utility  construction  cost
Appliance  costs,  per  du
Impact  fees  (c)
Tenant  improvements,  per  sf  of  office  /  retail
Soft  costs,  %  of  hard  costs
Parking  construction  cost,  per  space:
Surface  parking  cost,  per  space
Above-grade  garage  spaces
Podium  parking  spaces
Underground  parking  spaces
Developer  fee  %  of  total  project  costs

Revenues  and  Operating  Expenses
Office  rental  rate,  sf/yr,  NNN
39,936
Retail  rental  rate,  sf/yr,  NNN
202,100
Residential  rental  rate  per  du/mo:
Jr  1  bedroom
1  bedroom
Notes
2  bedroom
(a)  Common  area  %  resid'l  /  office  /  retail:
19.8%
3%
3%
3  Bedroom
(b)  Retail  sf  based  on  7,900  sf  of  community  serving  uses  in  the  residential
BMR  Jr  1  bedroom
building  and  10,700  -  21,100  sf  of  retail  space  in  the  office  building.    The  
BMR  1  bedroom
analysis  uses  the  midpoint  of  the  range  of  potential  retail  sf  in  the  office  space.
BMR  2  bedroom
(b)  Includes  the  following  impact  fees  City  impact  fee  schedule:  Storm  Drainage
Annual  op.  cost  -  per  du  /  per  office  sf  /  per  retail  sf
Connection  Fee,  Building  Construction  Road  Impact  Fee,  Water  Capital  Facilities Vacancy  rate  -  residential  /  office  /  retail
Charge,  Traffic  Impact  Fee,  ECR/Downtown  Specific  Plan  Preparation  Fee,
Supplemental  Transportation  Impact    Fee,    Sequoia  Union  High  School  District
Financing
Impact  Fees,  Menlo  Park  City  Elementary  School  District  Impact  Fee.    Fee
Construction  loan  to  cost  ratio
calculation  per  report.  Excludes  sewer  connection  fee,  pending  flow
Loan  fees  (points)
calculations.    Supplemental  Transportation  Impact  Fee  per  estimates  from  City.
Interest  rate
(d)  Cost  of  surface  parking  is  included  in  site  development  costs.
Construction  period  (months)
(e)  Estimate  by  BAE  based  on  review  of  recorded  sales  data  for  parcels
Drawdown  factor
comprising  the  project  site.
Total  hard  +  soft  construction  costs
(f)  Consists  of  property  tax  payments  on  half  of  the  property  between
Total  loan  amount
March  2012  and  June  2015  and  property  tax  on  the  remaining  half  of  the
Capitalization  Rate  -  Residential  /  Office  /  Retail
property  between  Dec.  2012  and  August  2015  at  $21,800  per  month.
(g)  Adjusted  to  include  5%  developer  fee  separate  from  investor  return,  even
though  unlike  most  developers,  applicant  does  not  collect  this.
Source:  BAE,  2015.
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$250

$240

$60

$2.42
$10.33
$25.18
$240
$64
$750,000
$4,000
$5,272,860
$50
20%
N/A  (d)
$21,000
$31,000
$42,500
0%

$66.00
$36.00

$11,000
5%

4.25%

$1.80
5%

$3,300
$3,600
$4,300
$6,200
$1,643
$1,878
$2,113
$1.80
5%

70%
2%
5.5%
21
60%
$214,078,341
$149,854,839
5.75%
6.00%

Pro  Forma  for  Mixed-Use  Development  with  Public  Benefit  Bonus  per  Specific  Plan
Proposed  Project  at  1300  El  Camino  Real,  Menlo  Park  CA
Development  Costs
Development  Costs  (Excludes  Land)
Demolition  costs
Environmental  remediation  cost
On-site  utilities  and  landscaping
Residential  construction  costs
Office  construction  costs
Retail  construction  costs
Garwood  Ave  construction  costs
Off  site  utility  construction  cost
Tenant  improvements
Parking  costs
Soft  costs
Impact  fees
Total  construction  costs
Total  cost,  per  rentable  sf
Interest  on  construction  loan
Points  on  construction  loan
Total  financing  costs
Total  development  costs
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Value  Analysis
$750,000
$3,200,000
$7,800,000
$51,253,000
$46,584,000
$5,712,000
$2,685,000
$750,000
$11,240,568
$44,030,000
$34,800,914
$5,272,860
$214,078,341
$510
$8,654,117
$2,997,097
$11,651,214
$225,729,555

Projected  Income
Residential
Gross  scheduled  rents
Less  vacancy
Gross  annual  rents
Less  operating  expenses
Net  operating  income  (NOI)

$8,436,240
($421,812)
$8,014,428
($2,002,000)
$6,012,428

Office
Gross  scheduled  rents
Less  vacancy
Gross  annual  rents
Less  operating  expenses
Net  operating  income  (NOI)

$12,426,282
($621,314)
$11,804,968
($349,380)
$11,455,588

Retail
Gross  scheduled  rents
Less  vacancy
Gross  annual  rents
Less  operating  expenses
Net  operating  income  (NOI)

$831,096
($41,555)
$789,541
($42,840)
$746,701

Total  net  operating  income
Development  Feasibility
Capitalized  value
Less  development  costs
Less  land  cost  -  estimate  (e)
Less  Property  taxes  during  holding  period  (f)
Project  profit
Adjusted  return  as  %  of  hard  cost  (g)
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$18,214,717

$353,141,530
($225,729,555)
($47,637,500)
($1,591,400)
$78,183,075
30%
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ATTACHMENT E

bae urban economics
Memorandum
To:

Thomas Rogers, City of Menlo Park

From: Stephanie Hagar, BAE
Date:

March 14, 2016

Re:

Evaluation of proposed public benefit for 1300 El Camino Real (Station 1300) project

This memorandum presents an evaluation of the proposed public benefit contribution for
Station 1300, a development project at 1300 El Camino Real in Menlo Park. The site is in a
location eligible for a public benefit bonus pursuant to the Specific Plan, which establishes the
formula for the additional built area that is allowed in return for public benefits acceptable to
the City. This memorandum builds on BAE’s separate analysis modeling the increase in value
of the project due to the increase in density from the public benefit bonus.
The public benefit bonus program outlined in the Specific Plan anticipates that public benefits
provided pursuant to the program can take the form of on-site improvements, offsite
improvements, monetary payment to the City for future use toward public improvements, or a
mixture. The developer is proposing to provide a monetary contribution to the City.

Development Proposal
The potential project with the public benefit bonus allowed by the Specific Plan (“bonus
project”) would place all parking in a two-level underground parking garage beneath the
development. The site would then accommodate two three-story office buildings with
approximately 218,000 gross square feet; and 182 rental residential units in a four-story
building. Ground floor community serving uses would comprise approximately 7,900 square
feet in the residential building and 10,700 to 21,100 square feet in the office building. The
bonus project is the developer’s preferred scenario, and has been the subject of more design
work. The developer’s proposed public development contribution is a one-time $2.1 million
monetary payment to the City.
The potential alternate base-level project as conceived to date by the developer (“base
project”) would consist of a two-story office building of approximately 150,000 gross square
feet with a parking structure behind it; and 137 rental residential units in a 3-story building
above a podium structure that would contain parking. Approximately 15,000 square feet of
retail would be provided between both buildings. The base project is not the developer’s
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preferred option, and has not been designed in detail, other than what is needed to conduct
this analysis.

Summary of Pro Forma Findings
BAE conducted a pro forma analysis to estimate the profit from the two alternative
development programs, using information provided by the developer as well as BAE’s
independent research and evaluation of development costs and market conditions. The full
pro forma analysis, methodology, and assumptions are detailed in a separate memorandum.
Key findings include:


The bonus project would result in approximately $78.2 million of profit to the developer
(with development cost of $275 million including land with carrying costs), compared to
approximately $71.9 million of profit for the base project (with development cost of $200
million including land with carrying costs). This means that the bonus project realizes $6.3
million in additional profits compared to the base project.



Based on the pro forma assumptions, both projects are feasible, with the base project
achieving a strong adjusted 43 percent return on total costs (a standard metric for return
used by developers), and the bonus project achieving strong adjusted 30 percent return on
costs).

Evaluation of Proposed Public Benefit Contribution
Jurisdictions use a variety of metrics to establish the desired value of the public benefit
contributions that developers provide in exchange for additional density. Many of these
metrics base the value of the contribution on the difference in value between a project
developed at the base level density and a project developed at the community benefit level
density, either on a project-by-project basis according the specifics of individual projects, or on
a more generalized basis using an analysis of project prototypes. The value of the community
development contribution is typically expected to total some share of that difference. Possible
methods for determining the value of the contribution based on this type of analysis include:


Negotiation: On a project-by project basis, the City negotiates with the developer to
determine the benefit contribution. This is the method that the City of Menlo Park
currently uses to assess developer contributions for projects seeking the public benefit
density in the Specific Plan area. The City has also undertaken this type of negotiation
for projects in other areas, when a Development Agreement is proposed.



Flat dollar charge per square foot: Developers are assessed a flat fee (e.g., $20) per
square foot of development in excess of the base level density. The fee rate is
determined based on analysis of prototype projects and the same fee rate applies to
all projects.

2
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Charge based on percent of value: Developers are assessed a fee based on a percent
of the difference in value between the base level density and the community benefit
level density, as assessed on a project-by-project basis.

A fourth potential metric to determine the desired value of a public benefit contribution could
be based on the value of land, expressed as the land cost per square foot of building area (i.e.,
the cost per FAR-foot) under the base level density. For example, a 10,000 square foot site
with a base level FAR of 1.1 allows for a total of 11,000 square feet of built area at the base
level. If the land cost is $1.65 million, the cost per FAR-foot would be $150 ($1.65
million/11,000 of buildable area). Using this method, the value of the public benefit
contribution would total a portion of the FAR-foot land cost for square footage that exceeds the
base level density. For example, if the FAR-foot value is $150, the value of the public benefit
contribution to the City might be $75 per square foot of development that exceeds the base
level density.
During the public benefit bonus review for some initial project proposals, there were individual
Planning Commissioner suggestions that Menlo Park consider the FAR-foot value of new
development when evaluating community benefits contributions provided under the Specific
Plan. Under such a proposal, the Planning Commission could use the methodology described
above as one metric to assess the appropriateness of proposed public benefits contributions.
It can be noted that this type of analysis may not accurately account for non-linear costs, such
as a taller development needing a different construction type, or a larger project featuring
more expensive underground parking instead of cheaper above-ground parking. These issues
in valuation, however, can be addressed through an appraisal process that utilizes comparable
land sales for projects with similar characteristics.
Although no jurisdictions in California have implemented a FAR-foot method for evaluating
public benefit contributions, this method has been adopted and considered by jurisdictions
elsewhere. For example, the City of Chicago allows additional square footage in some zoning
districts in exchange for either on-site affordable units or by making a monetary contribution to
the City’s Affordable Housing Opportunity Fund. The amount of the financial contribution is
equal to the bonus floor area multiplied by 80 percent of the median land price per base FARfoot in the submarket where the proposed development is located. A January 2014 report for
the City of Toronto recommended that the City value community benefits contributions based
on a percent of the appraised land value per square meter of buildable floor area, but the City
has not yet adopted this method.
Station 1300 Proposed Public Benefit Contribution
The developer’s proposed public benefits contribution for Station 1300 is a $2.1 million
monetary payment to the City. In addition, the developer has cited several non-monetary
benefits of the project, but is not asking that the City consider these benefits as part of the
developer’s public benefit contribution. These additional benefits as identified by the
3
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developer include an extension of Garwood Way through the project site, an improved
streetscape along El Camino Real, 10 below-market-rate residential units, and three plazas
and a park that would be open to the public.
Comparison to Sample Jurisdictions
Table 1 below shows the developer’s proposed monetary contribution for Station 1300,
expressed in terms of each of the four methods outlined above for determining the desired
value of public benefit contributions. The table also shows a comparison to rates established
in a sample of other California jurisdictions.
This analysis shows that the proposed contribution is generally consistent with fee rates that
are charged on a per-square foot basis, but lower than the rates established based on a
percent of the increase in value. The developer’s contribution totals $19 per square foot for
the square footage that exceeds the base level density. This is slightly lower than the charge
per square foot in Mountain View and the charge per square foot for commercial development
in the San Francisco Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area, but slightly higher than the charge per
square foot in San Diego and the charge per square foot of residential uses in the San
Francisco Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area. The developer’s contribution totals 33 percent of
the increase in project value attributable to the public benefit bonus, lower than the rate
charged in Culver City and lower than the proposed rate for San Francisco’s Central SOMA
Plan.

4
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Table 1: Comparison of Proposed Benefit to Rates Charged in a Sample of
California Cities with Public or Community Benefits Programs
Method for
Determining Benefit
Value
Negotiation

Value of Proposed Benefit
for Station 1300 (a)
N/A

Comparison
Jurisdictions
Menlo Park (El Camino
Real / Downtown
Specific Plan)

Comparison Jurisdiction
Rate
N/A

Palo Alto
Berkeley (Downtown
Specific Plan) (b)
Flat fee per sq. ft. of
increment

Percent of Value of
Increment

Percent of Land Value
per FAR-foot

$19

33%

12%

Santa Monica
Mountain View (El
Camino Real Precise
Plan, San Antonio
Precise Plan)

$20

San Diego (select
areas in Downtown) (c)

$17

San Francisco (Eastern
Neighborhoods) (d)

Residential: $12 - $16
Commercial: $20 -$24
Additional inclusionary
requirements also apply

Culver City

50%

San Francisco (Central
SOMA Plan) (e)
Cupertino Investigated;
has not been adopted

66%-75% (proposed)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Notes:
(a) Calculations for Station 1300 are based on the assumptions and site characteristics shown in Table 3.
(b) Berkeley is considering a proposal to allow developers to choose to either include benefits related to
affordable housing, labor, and other benefits from a menu of options or to pay a flat fee. The flat fee
rate has not been determined.
(c) Rate shown is an estimate; fee was set at $15 per square foot in 2007 and inflated annually
based on CPI. Developers can also provide benefits directly in exchange for increase in FAR.
(d) San Francisco uses a tiered approach, with lower fees for a 1- to 2-story increase in height and higher fees for
a 3-story increase in height.
(e) Basis for valuing Community Benefits contributions for the Central SOMA Plan is still under consideration. A
recent presentation by the City’s Planning Department used the rates shown in the table as a target (see
http://www.sf-planning.org/ftp/files/Citywide/Central_Corridor/20150625_Central_SoMa_Presentation_Final.pdf)

Comparison to Sample Projects with Negotiated Public Benefits
Table 2 shows the proposed public benefit for Station 1300 compared to the monetary
contribution proposed for two other projects with negotiated public benefits, based on the
three quantified methods described above (i.e., per square foot charge, percent of value
increment, and FAR-foot methods). The first comparison project is 1020 Alma Street in the
Specific Plan Area, which was recently approved by the Menlo Park Planning Commission. The
public benefits contribution from this project consisted of a one-time payment of $185,816
and public plaza spaces, one of which will include a coffee kiosk. The second comparison
project is currently under review in Berkeley at 2211 Harold Way. While Berkeley currently
negotiates community benefits in the Downtown Specific Plan Area, the Berkeley City Council
is evaluating more formulaic approaches to assessing community benefits contributions. For
projects currently in the pipeline, including the project at Harold Way, the City Council has
5
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proposed a fee rate of $100 per square foot for square footage between 75 and 120 feet in
height and $150 per square foot for square footage that exceeds 120 feet in height.
The proposed contribution for Station 1300 is generally consistent with the contribution
provided by the developer of the project at 1020 Alma Street in Menlo Park. While the
proposed contribution for Station 1300 is lower than the contribution for 1020 Alma on a persquare foot basis, the proposed contribution is similar if calculated based a percent of the
FAR-foot value and higher if calculated based on a percent of the increase in value from the
public benefit bonus. The proposed public benefit contribution for Station 1300 would be
lower than the contribution for 1020 Alma after accounting for the non-monetary public
benefit contributions from the 1020 Alma project. However, Station 1300 will provide similar
public benefits in the form of plazas and a park that will be accessible to the public.
On a per-square foot basis, the proposed contribution for Station 1300 is considerably lower
than the proposed per-square foot charge for 2211 Harold Way in Berkeley. In considering the
proposed fee rates for the project on Harold Way, the City Council noted that these rates may
be higher than in any other city in California. In addition, the fee for the project at Harold Way
would permit the construction of 45 additional feet in height, which could be considered a
fundamentally different project concession than the Specific Plan’s FAR increase.
Table 2: Monetary Public Benefit Contributions from Projects with Negotiated
Public Benefits
Method for Determining
Benefit Value
Monetary Public Benefit
Contribution

Value of Proposed
Benefit for Station 1300
$2,100,000

1020 Alma St, Menlo Park

$ per sq. ft. of
increment

$19

$32

$100 from 75' to 120' in
building height; $150
above 120'.

Percent of Value of
Increment

33%

18%

Unknown

Percent of Land Value
per FAR-foot

12%

12%

Not applicable; site does
not have a maximum FAR.

Comments

Calculations are based on
the assumptions and site
characteristics shown in
Table 3. The developer
has noted that the project
will include additional
non-monetary public
benefits, but is not asking
that these be considered
as part of the public
benefit contribution.

In addition to the monetary
contribution shown in this
table, the public benefit
contribution for the project
at 1020 Alma Street
includes public plaza
space and a coffee kiosk.
Land value estimated
based on the net present
value of the ground lease.

Fee rate shown is still
under consideration.
Project will provide
additional non-monetary
community benefits.

$185,816
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2211 Harold Way,
Berkeley
Unknown

Key Assumptions
Key assumptions and project and site characteristics incorporated into the preceding analysis
are as shown in the following table.
Table 3: Station 1300 Project Characteristics
Selected Project Characteristics
Station 1300
Base level FAR
1.1
Site size (sq. ft.)
280,091
Allowable square footage at base FAR
308,100
Bonus level project size (sq. ft.)
420,000
Square footage above base level FAR
111,900
Land Cost
$47,637,500
Land Value per FAR-foot (at base level FAR)
$155
Additional value from Public Benefit Bonus
$6,314,654
Proposed monetary Public Benefit contribution
$2,100,000
Note:
Site square footage for Station 1300 excludes the land used to
extend Garwood Way. Land cost estimated based on BAE review
of public records.
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ATTACHMENT F

Planning Commission
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES - EXCERPTS
Date:
3/21/2016
Time:
7:00 p.m.
City Council Chambers
701 Laurel St., Menlo Park, CA 94025

A.

Call To Order
Chair John Onken called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

B.

Roll Call
Present: Andrew Combs, Katie Ferrick, John Kadvany, Larry Kahle, John Onken (Chair), Katherine
Strehl (Vice Chair - arrived 7:30 p.m.)
Absent: Susan Goodhue
Staff: Thomas Rogers, Principal Planner, Kyle Perata, Senior Planner, Michele Morris, Assistant
Planner

G.

Study Session

G1.

Study Session/Greenheart Land Company/Station 1300 Project (1258-1300 El Camino Real, 550580 Oak Grove Avenue, and 540-570 Derry Lane)
Study session to receive comments on the Station 1300 proposal (also known as the 1300 El
Camino Real project) to redevelop a multi-acre site on El Camino Real and Oak Grove Avenue
with up to 217,000 square feet of non-residential uses and up to 202 dwelling units. The study
session will allow Planning Commissioners and the public to provide feedback on the overall
project, including the proposed Public Benefit (Staff Report #16-022-PC).
Staff Comment: Principal Planner Rogers said the Commission was asked to particularly comment
on public benefit bonus in addition to the typical elements considered in a study session. He said
the City has done the public benefit bonus proposal process fully for two project applications: the
Marriott Residence Inn that converted a former senior retirement living community that was a
change in use requiring Planning Commission review and City Council approval; and the 1020
Alma Street project. He said the public benefit for the hotel project was the inherent transient
occupancy tax (TOT) that recurs annually and for the 1020 Alma Street office project it was a onetime payment to the City and provision of an active public plaza with retail and café use.
Principal Planner Rogers said a financial analysis was prepared by Bay Area Economics (BAE) for
this proposed project. He said the report projected approximately $6.3 million in extra profit for the
bonus density based on current rents, construction costs and other factors. He said the applicant
has proposed a public benefit to the City that would consist of a one-time payment of $2.1 million.
He said BAE in another memo looked at land value and if the development was limited to the base
level how much extra land would need to be purchased to accommodate the additional square
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footage being requested. He noted that related to a prior Commission discussion about public
benefit and determining value. He asked the Commission during its comment period to address
whether the proposed public benefit was on the right track. He said if the public benefit being
proposed was completely unacceptable that the applicant would have to reconsider the project
proposal.
Applicant Presentation: Mr. Steve Pierce, principal, Greenheart Land Company, introduced his
colleague Bob Burke. He said they wanted the project to be in total conformance with the Specific
Plan and to follow through with the Plan’s visions and goals; for it to be as environmentally
sensitive as possible; and to create something that would be a great asset to the community. He
said beyond a beautiful building they wanted to create a place where people would go and interact.
He said to do that they needed reasons for people to come to the site or activity magnets, which
were restaurants, shops, and recreational opportunities. He said the place had to be welcoming
and comfortable so that once people came there they would like to spend time there. He said they
needed open space to accomplish those goals.
Mr. Bob Burke, principal, Greenheart Land Company, said the project was two, three-story office
buildings on El Camino Real. He said one of their goals was to provide more space as their
businesses grew to incubator companies currently using their property on Willow Road. He said in
2014 for the Environmental Impact Review (EIR) they were asked how many apartments were
planned. He said they posited 202 units as the high number for the purposes of the EIR, but with
plan design they settled on 182 units, which number because of the stairwell, probably was now
181 units. He said the four-story residential building was the same height as the office buildings.
He said the units were rental with half of the units being 900 square foot one-bedroom units, and
there would be 10 below market rate units. He said community services use included retail, food,
restaurants, and personal services such as a salon and/or pilates studio. He said that with their
underground parking they would have 48% open space which was double the requirement under
the Specific Plan. He said there would be an amphitheatre and Garwood Park with numerous
amenities. Toward lessening traffic congestion, he said that two ingress/egress points on Garwood
and one on El Camino Real were planned and apartment tenants and workers would pay for their
parking spaces. He said their TDM plan was aggressive with GoPasses for Caltrain and Zipcars
on site. He said they were working on Bike Share which was not yet available in Menlo Park. He
said they have one-to-one bicycle storage for the apartments and double what was required for
secure bicycle storage in the office buildings. He said there would be bicycle repair stops, showers
in the office buildings, and electric bikes for the apartment dwellers. He said the Facebook and
Marguerite shuttle would stop at or close to this location. He said they were also very focused on
sustainability and were seeking LEED Gold for the apartments and LEED Platinum for the office
buildings and going for net zero. He said there was not enough roof space on the apartment
buildings for those buildings to be net zero. He said additionally toward net zero they would use a
geo-thermal system. He then showed a video of the proposed Station 1300 project.
Mr. Pierce said regarding public benefit that there was intrinsic benefit in taking a derelict property
and developing it into productive use. He said explicit benefit was what they would do to achieve
the bonus density. He said a goal of the Specific Plan was to create residential opportunities and
with the bonus density they were able build 50 more units. He said with the bonus density, the
project would generate about $1.7 million a year for schools and at base development level about
50% less. He said the City engaged an outside consultant to look at the costs as well as the
revenues and with the increased square forage arrived at a value of $6.3 million. He said a major
part of that metric was the underground garage which would cost $26 million. He said having
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underground parking allowed for more open space and enabled them to reach their goal of
creating more community resources. He said to identify public benefits they polled many people
and looked at the list in the Specific Plan. He said they had as example the Alma Street project
whose public benefit was a public plaza fenced off from the private plaza, a community resource in
the form of a coffee kiosk, as well as a contribution to the downtown amenity fund that represented
18% of the additional value created by the additional square footage. He said they were proposing
to contribute $2.1 to the public amenity fund and in talking to people they did not think they should
be the arbitrators of where the money should go. He said regarding plazas and open spaces they
did not want to create a private and a public space rather a central square that could be used by
everybody. He said that was possible because of the underground parking and it would cost them
about $2 million to do the open space areas. He said they had up to 30,000 square feet for
hopefully two anchor restaurants and other shops. He said the rent for those would be half what
the office use rent would be and noted that retail required more parking than office. He said their
public benefit proposal was the $2.1 million and the open space and public resources they would
provide.
Public Comment:
•

Patti Fry said this project was on the busiest stretch of El Camino Real, would bring the worst
impacts to traffic and did not provide enough residential as targeted by the Specific Plan. She
said the Derry Project, which was smaller than this, had offered a public benefit of $2 million.
She said the intrinsic benefits were vague and assurances needed to be made regarding those.
She said office buildings were dead space and did not create vibrancy.

•

Mr. Viera said he was with Local Carpenter’s Union 217 representing 1,451 carpenters in San
Mateo County. He said they oppose the project as Greenheart Land Company continues to
use W. L. Butler as their contractor, who fails to require its subcontractors to pay standard
carpenter wages and benefits on projects and for whom they don’t require state licensure.

•

Skip Hilton said he was a Menlo Park resident and a tech employee. He commended the
applicants for extensive community outreach. He said the project is in a prime place for transit
oriented residential and business. He said the 48% open space was possible because of the
underground parking. He said this development would add to the City’s vibrancy. He
complimented the project for its sustainability and said he supported the project.

Chair Onken closed the public comment period.
Commission Comment: Chair Onken said he thought prior Planning Commission discussions
about public benefit seemed evident in what was being proposed. He asked about the Garwood
parking for the Marriott Residence Inn project. Principal Planner Rogers said that project with its
approval received a formal license agreement with the City for the use of those parking spaces.
He said at that time the Council and Commission were aware that something was proposed on this
subject property and that Garwood Way would be extended if a project went through like this one,
and that some contingencies had been built into the approval. He said he recalled that the Marriott
owner was encouraged to work with any redevelopment on this site for relocating those parking
spaces. He said the City however could not necessarily require an owner to negotiate in a certain
way with another private property. He said there was an allowance for what the City would need to
see if there was not such an agreement. He said he believed if the hotel met certain revenue
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targets they would not need to pay extra rent for those spaces but if they fell below standards they
would. He said this project could not make those spaces go away as it was public right-of-way.
Commissioner Kadvany complimented the BAE analysis. He said the proposed project was great
and would be even greater as it moved along and transformed. He said the project met many of
the Specific Plan goals but he encouraged the applicants to look critically toward meeting even
more, noting that the Alma Street project was much different from this project. He said it appeared
that most of the use of the open spaces would be by the tenants of the surrounding offices and
apartments. He said the project should get some credit for the open space but the cost of doing
the plaza and park was not really a benefit for the City. He said the estimated $6.3 million value
was a conservative amount. He said rather than $2.1 million public benefit he thought $3 even $4
million was more realistic. He said the number of residential units was the same as it would be at
the base level.
Chair Onken said if they wanted to be aggressive about the residential, more units could be added
in the area designated as Garwood Park. He said it was a tradeoff of wanting more density.
Commissioner Combs said if residential was increased above the 202 units studied in the EIR they
would have to modify the EIR. He said he met with people from Greenheart Land Company noting
that he has met with other applicants and people regarding projects upon request in the past. He
asked what the applicant’s obligation was with how the space was built out and how it would
actually be used.
Principal Planner Rogers said the project was at the public bonus level and allowed discretion
whether the project was providing public benefit to the City. He said land use could be part of that
discussion. He said one of the themes of the Specific Plan was clustering restaurants and retail in
the downtown and from that looking at uses that support the downtown core. He said once the
project was out of the downtown and on El Camino Real there were no requirements for base line
level for retail restaurant and personal services.
Chair Onken asked about uses under community services. Principal Planner Rogers said under
the defined uses that businesses could change without Planning Commission or other review. He
said conditional and different uses would require discretionary or administrative review depending
upon the proposed use. He noted that there was an allowance for a real estate office within the
community services portion of the project for the property owner’s use and that square footage was
captured in the overall office square footage.
Commissioner Strehl said she also met with representatives of Greenheart Land Company and
has met with other project developers in the past when requested. She said the BAE report
seemed to indicate that the developer would get a 40% return on a base level project but for the
public benefit bonus level they would only get a 30% return. She said there were things the
developer was doing that were not being calculated in any of the discussion and that was the $6
million in improvements that would be made. She said public benefit should be looked at more
broadly. She said she thought Garwood Park over time would be an attraction to residents in
Menlo Park particularly if the community services attracted people beyond the apartments and
office buildings. She said she thought it was going to be an incredibly handsome development.
She said she was not sure what the right number was for the public benefit cash amount but she
felt they had to recognize that the applicant was assuming a lot of risk in this project. She said
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there should be a certain amount of reward for this assumed risk so the applicant would actually
made money. She said without the public benefit bonus the project would not be as handsome
and she did not think as many community amenities could be provided. She said their
transportation measures and roadwork to make this development work were outstanding and they
were not asking for credit for any of that. She said they had to look more broadly than just the $2.1
million in how they calculate public benefit.
Commissioner Kahle said he had also met with the applicant. He said he thought it was going to
be a really nice project. He said related to Commissioner Kadvany’s comments about the central
plaza surrounded by office buildings that he too thought it would serve those uses primarily and
questioned particularly who would use it at night. He said perhaps there was a way to make this
more of a mixed-used plaza as well with residential use. He said regarding a one-time payment of
$2.1 million he suggested they request 50% of the $6.3 million as a starting point for negotiations.
Commissioner Ferrick said the design and overall composition were exceptional and vastly
exceeded the template of what it could be in the Specific Plan. She said there were a balance of
uses and suggested that the sustainability features beyond LEED Silver should be considered as
public benefit. She agreed with Commissioner Kadvany that they should continue to look at public
benefit and suggested that there might be more below market rate housing units, which she would
like provided at a 10% rate. She said the TDM plan was exceptional. She said previously they
had identified an undercrossing at Middle Avenue as a priority item and suggested that might be a
consideration for public benefit. She said the greater public benefit was the open space on the
project as well as the underground parking. She said regarding the community service businesses
that she agreed with Ms. Fry’s comments that more specificity about the mix of uses was
important. She said the way to activate the central plaza would be to extend the community
services into that space.
Chair Onken suggested looking at the net loss for another below market rate unit and to consider
funding that with the proposed $2.1 million.
Commissioner Goodhue suggested taking the $2.1 million or whatever the amount of cash
payment was and investing that in more housing. She asked if the Housing Commission was
looking at the project.
Principal Planner Rogers said the Housing Commission had reviewed the project at their last
meeting with a focused review for the enforceable below market rate requirements which currently
relate to commercial uses. He said since the project is a rental project there was no below market
rate requirement deriving from the rental component. He said looking at the net increase of
commercial, the project was required to provide 9.9 below market rate units and the applicant was
proposing to do 10 such units onsite. He said individually Housing Commissioners said they would
like to see more below market rate units.
Commissioner Goodhue said she figured the restaurant use would extend into the central plaza
and would draw people into that space. She said she did not know whether it would be feasible to
bring residential uses into that area as that would impact the design.
Commissioner Kadvany said based on the BAE report, the cost of the project was around $225
million. He said Specific Plan revenue was intended to fund public improvements such as the
Middle Avenue tunnel and parking garages. He said the public benefit should be commensurate
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with the project value. He said he was sure more below market rate units was the best use.
Commissioner Combs said he could be supportive of the project. He said it would be helpful for
the Commission to decide whether they prefer more below market rate housing or cash.
Commissioner Strehl said in reviewing the Housing Element they did not have as many below
market rate units as indicated were needed but that had not taken into account more recent
projects and their contributions to that such as the Midpen project on Willow Road. She asked if
staff might provide an update when this project came back as to how many below market rate units
were achieved and what number remained to do.
Chair Onken said it was important to look at what this project would be if it did not go to the bonus
level. He said the project has a lot going for it with its frontage and that whether the outdoor space
could be definitely used more broadly or not, it was good to have it.
I.

Adjournment

Chair Onken adjourned the meeting at 10:24 p.m.

Staff Liaison: Thomas Rogers, Principal Planner
Recording Secretary: Brenda Bennett
Approved by the Planning Commission on May 9, 2016
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